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Defensive Investing — Is Now the Time?
ith the U.S. stock markets
fluctuating and the nearterm outlook for the
global economy shaky, it may be
time for investors to start thinking
about playing defense.
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If you’re concerned that the
risks of a correction (an index
decline of 10% to 20%) or a bear
market (a decline of 20% or more)
are higher now than even a few
months ago, you might want to
consider the following defensive
tactics:
Harvest your profits. If you
have a few stocks that have made
handsome gains over the past few
years, it may be time to trim back
on those positions and lock in some
of the gains. The idea here is that

you don’t abandon the stocks, but
reduce your position.
Move out of riskier stocks.
Small-cap and aggressive growth
stocks are often the leaders in bull
markets but tend to lose more in
bear markets. You could realize
some capital losses to shelter you
from taxes on your gains.
Reduce your allocation to
stocks. The idea is to avoid any big
hit from a market downturn by temporarily reducing your stock expo-

sure. The downside to this, however, is the risk that either the market
won’t go down, or if it does, you’ll
miss a large portion of the next
recovery. On the other hand, if
you’re closer to retirement and
want to reduce the risk of your
portfolio for the long term, the
move might coincide with a portfolio restructuring.
Rotate into defensive stocks.
For some investors, the way to
Continued on page 2

News and Announcements
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e hope everyone had a wonderful holiday season and wish you
good health and happiness in the new year!

Gotleib & Associates hosted two Social Security Seminars and
experienced excellent feedback. Our intention is to hold seminars in
the future on various financial topics we feel would benefit our clients.
We have been collecting e-mail addresses from our clients in order
to upgrade our communication with you. If you have not done so
already, please call our office or e-mail us at
GotleibAssociates@invest2retire.com so we may add your name to our
list. We will begin by sending you our Weekly Market Commentary.
We are grateful for the loyalty of our clients and appreciate your
referring us to your co-workers, friends, and family. Should you have
any questions or comments, we encourage you to call our office to
speak to an Advisor. mmm
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The Case for Dividend-Paying Stocks
he lure of stocks — the
potential for higher returns
than from bonds — comes
with a downside: the potential for
large losses. But what if you’re risk
averse and still want the kind of
long-term growth that stocks can
deliver? You might want to consider dividend-paying stocks.
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Defensive Investing
Continued from page 1

become more immune to stock market downturns isn’t to reduce the
amount of money they have invested in stocks, but to change to different kinds of stocks. That means
considering “defensive” stocks —
those whose prices tend to hold up
better than the average stock when
the market turns down.
Two of the nine economic sectors defined by Standard & Poor’s
are “defensive,” which is to say
their prices tend not to move in
lock-step with cyclical business and
stock market trends. They are consumer staples and utilities.
Consumer staples include food
and beverages, tobacco, and household and personal care goods. Utilities include companies that sell
electricity, gas, and water. But take
note: these stocks aren’t immune to
downturns — rather, as a group,
they tend not to go down as much
as the average stock. But these
stocks also tend to be laggards in
bull markets.
Making changes in your stock
portfolio isn’t something you should
do on impulse. You have a greater
chance of getting optimal results by
carefully designing a portfolio strategy and then sticking with it, unless
and until your circumstances
change.
But if you feel your stock portfolio isn’t properly positioned for
your risk profile and goals, a shift
toward a defensive posture may
make sense. Please call for a thorough portfolio review. mmm

However, you need to realize
that dividend-paying stocks are no
guarantee against losses. Acknowledging that past performance is no
guarantee of future performance,
let’s review the case for dividendpaying stocks.
Dividend-paying stocks
outperform other stocks. A
study published by Ned Davis
Research last year found that
dividend-paying stocks outperform
nondividend-paying stocks in both
bull and bear markets. The study
focused on stocks in the S&P 500
index of large-cap stocks from 1972
through 2010. In bull markets, the
dividend-paying stocks returned
an average of 20.6% a year, compared to 17.2% for stocks that don’t
pay dividends, an advantage of
more than 3%. The advantage
widened in bear markets, with
dividend-paying stocks losing an
average 13.5% per year, while
stocks that don’t pay dividends
lost 26.0%. (Returns are presented for
illustrative purposes only and are not
intended to project the performance of
a specific investment vehicle.)
Dividends are a sign of financial health. A company’s ability to

pay steady and increasing dividends over time provides strong
evidence of its financial stability
and well-being. It’s why companies
hate cutting their dividends.
Dividends can be a significant
source of total return. Dividendpaying securities offer the potential
for both growth and income. Over
the past 10 years, the average Dow
Jones Industrial Average stock has
seen its price rise by 42%. Adding
in the effect of dividends, the average total return is 83% (Source:
dailyfinance.com, 2012).
Dividend yields can be higher
than bond yields. It doesn’t happen often, but currently the yields
on some high-quality dividendpaying stocks are higher than some
Treasury bonds. In May of this
year, yields on 30-year Treasuries
ranged between 2.67% and 3.16%
(Source: U.S. Treasury, 2012). That’s
lower than the dividend yield for
12 of the Dow’s 30 stocks, which
as of May 30, 2012, ranged from
3.18% for Kraft Foods to 5.26% for
AT&T.
Stock dividends provide cash
flow without selling. Like bonds,
dividend-paying stocks throw off
an income stream that doesn’t
involve a sale. That means you can
draw an income in retirement
without reducing the number of
shares you own.
Stock dividends have grown
faster than the rate of inflation.
The income stream on a bond generally never increases. But since
1961, stocks listed on the S&P 500
that pay dividends have increased
those payouts faster than the rate
of inflation.
Dividend-paying stocks aren’t
all things to all investors, but they
can play an important role in a balanced portfolio. Please call if
you’d like to discuss this in more
detail. mmm
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Paying Off Debt Isn’t Saving
ave your money or pay off
debt? It probably comes as
no surprise to hear that it
depends. But one thing is certain:
paying off debt is not the same as
saving. Here’s why.
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The rational objective for all
sound financial planning is to
increase your net worth, which is
the true measure of your financial
health. Calculating your net worth
is simple: total up the value of
everything you own, and subtract
from that all of your debt.
When you pay off debt, it feels
good. In fact, it almost always
improves one aspect of your financial well-being: it lowers your
monthly bills, which means you can
either spend or save more. But if
you look carefully at the formula
for net worth, it’s clear that paying
off debt doesn’t immediately
increase your net worth, because it
reduces your assets by as much as it
reduces your debt. So, by itself, paying off debt doesn’t do anything to
advance your goal of building your
wealth. It only helps if you save the
amount you no longer have to send
to your creditor.
Paying off debt can also make
your financial situation more precarious. For example, if you deplete
your savings, you may be in a
worse position to cover your
expenses in the event of an emergency. In fact, it’s one of the principles of good planning to maintain
an emergency savings account
equal in value to your living
expenses for three to six months. So
unless you already have enough

tucked away in your emergency
fund, you should think twice about
using any free cash to pay off a
debt. And if you have a spouse and
dependent children, maintaining a
life insurance policy sufficient to
meet their needs should also be a
higher priority than paying off debt.
But let’s say that you have both
of these objectives covered. Does it
make sense to be aggressive in paying off your debts? It can. It generally (but not always) comes down to
comparing the potential return on
your investing choices to the effective interest rates you’re being
charged on your loan.
Compare interest rates. If
you’re paying a higher rate of interest on a debt than you could earn
on an investment, it makes sense to
pay off that debt as quickly as you
can. Such is typically the case with
credit cards, where it’s rare that
they charge less than double digits.
Making only the minimum required
payment is generally a bad idea,
because interest and fees can grow
faster than you pay down the principal. At the very least, you should
try to pay more than the minimum
— even if you’re not trying to be
aggressive in paying down the balance.
If you have money left over at
the end of the month, you should
consider both trying to save and
paying down your debt at the same
time. This is especially true when it
comes to tax-advantaged savings
plans, like individual retirement
accounts (IRAs) and 401(k) plans.
Contributions to these are often
made on a pre-tax basis, which adds
to the effective total return you
receive. If your employer matches
your contributions, you should do
all you can to contribute up to the
maximum match before taking an
aggressive stance toward reducing
your debt load.
Don’t forget the power of compounding. The biggest reason to
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save and pay down debt at the same
time is that saving even relatively
small amounts puts time on your
side by harnessing the power of
compounding. When you reinvest
your returns — whether it’s interest, dividends, or capital gains —
your money makes more money,
and you can reach your long-term
goals faster.
Be careful about paying off
mortgages. Owning a home free of
mortgage debt remains a fond
dream that influences the decisions
that many Americans make. It
explains why 15-year mortgages,
seem more appealing to some than
30-year mortgages: not only are the
interest rates for 15-year mortgages
generally lower, but it takes less
time to pay them off, and the accumulated interest you pay is much
less.
But it’s not necessarily a smart
idea to take out a 15-year mortgage
because the required monthly payments are generally 20% to 30%
higher than the payment on the
same principal amount for a 30year loan. That means that you
have less cash flow to devote to
saving in a retirement plan; and if
you lose your income for an extended period of time, it’s harder to
keep up with the payments.
On top of that, mortgage interest is generally tax-deductible.
Finally, the interest rates on mortgages are among the lowest consumers face. All of this means that
paying off a mortgage more aggressively is one of the last things you
should consider.
In summary, paying off debt
has its advantages, but whether it’s
the right thing for you depends on
your broader financial picture, what
kinds of debts you have, what interest rates they carry, and what your
saving opportunities are. Please call
if you’d like to discuss this in more
detail. mmm

Lowering
Homeowners
Premiums

Learn Income Tax Basics
capital gains tax rates rather than
ordinary income tax rates. Or you
might want to wait to sell your
home until you have lived there at
least two years so any gains will be
tax free.

he subject of income taxes is
one that most people prefer
to ignore. However, since
income taxes are a significant
expense for most taxpayers, you
should come to grips with some
basics about taxes:
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Don’t make decisions solely
for tax reasons. While you
want to minimize the payment of
income taxes, that is only one factor
in most financial decisions. You
should first make sure the transaction is economically beneficial and
then decide how to minimize the tax
effects. For instance, perhaps you
are considering selling a stock with
gains. If you hold the stock for
another month, the gain will be subject to capital gains tax rates. However, during that time, the stock’s
value could go down. You need to
decide whether the benefit of lower
tax rates offsets the risk that the
stock’s value could go down.
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Realize you can exert some
degree of control over how
much you pay in income taxes.
While you do have to file and pay
taxes every year, how much you
pay depends on the tax strategies
used. For instance, contributing to
your company’s 401(k) plan will
reduce your current-year income
taxes. Discuss your tax situation
with a tax professional, reviewing
ways to help reduce your income
tax bill.
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Understand basic tax concepts. You don’t have to
become a tax expert, but you
should have a basic understanding
of the tax laws so you recognize
when you need assistance. Before
any major financial transaction,
such as selling a home or investments, review the tax ramifications.
For instance, you might find holding a security a little longer will
result in gains being subject to

4

Keep good tax records. During the year, file any records
with possible tax ramifications.
That way, when it comes time to file
your income tax return, all your tax
records will be located in one place
and you won’t forget a deduction.
mmm
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Increase your deductible,
which can significantly lower
your premium. However, keep an
adequate emergency fund to cover
higher out-of-pocket costs.
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Combine insurance coverage
with one company. Often,
you can obtain discounts when purchasing more than one insurance
policy at the same company.
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Install an alarm and other
safety features. Since these
features help reduce claims, insurance companies will often offer discounts for installing these devices.
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Stay with the same company.
Insurance companies will
often give loyalty discounts to customers who have stayed with the
company for years.
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Maintain a smoke-free environment. Insurance companies will often lower premiums for
households that are smoke free.
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Review how much coverage
you need. Your homeowners
insurance should be sufficient to
completely rebuild and refurnish
your home in the event of a total
disaster. mmm

Financial Thoughts
he Congressional Budget
Office projects that unemployment will not fall below 6% until
2017 (Source: Money, June 2012).
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According to a recent survey,
only 36% of American adults felt
financially prepared to afford
retirement until age 95, while 56%
felt they could afford retirement
until age 75 (Source: Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
2012).
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Another recent survey found
that approximately one-third of
adults feel inundated by investment choices, and 40% think
financial products are too complicated (Source: MFS Investment
Management, 2012).
Approximately 31% of ultrahigh-net-worth investors age 40
or younger feel that they aren’t
saving enough for retirement and
other financial goals (Source:
Spectrem Group, 2012).

Approximately 56% of individuals between the ages of 29
and 44 and 39% of those between
the ages of 45 and 66 spend at
least one-fifth of their income on
mortgage and nonmortgage debt.
However, nearly 70% of those
surveyed planned to spend less
this year than last year, and 37%
plan to save more (Source: Scottrade American Retirement Survey,
2012). mmm

